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Buddha said, “Your greatest weapon is your enemy's mind.” Crucial to victory in any battle is

psychological warfare, a technique employed and perfected by history’s greatest military

thinkers, such as Sun Tzu, Yoritomo, and Musashi of Japan; and several lesser-known but

incredibly influential masterminds. Dr. Haha Lung, author of more than a dozen books on

martial arts, presents an all-in-one primer to breaching your enemy's mental defenses. Building

on the techniques he presented in the classic Mind Manipulation, he shows how to use your

enemy's fears, insecurities, hopes, and beliefs against him. Some of the most effective mind

control techniques are from forgotten masters of the trade, and are featured here for the very

first time. • Dark Arts: the art of intimidation • The Secret of Seven: the Seven Wheels of

Power • Masters of the East: Including the Craft of the Hircarrah, Vietnamese

voodoo • Chinese Face: the art of K'ung Ming and Chinese face-reading • Samurai Sly:

Yoritomo's Art of Influence; the Way of No-Sword; Shadow Warriors. • Blood of Abraham:

Biblical black science
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Change”Approximately 2,500 years ago a certain prince of India named Siddhartha

successfully deciphered the basic nature and fate of mankind. His conclusions: Life pretty

much sucks and we cause our own problems because we either can’t—or else refuse to—

control our desires.Around the same time a little farther north, a Chinese soldier named Sun

Tzu, already a veteran of a dozen bloody military campaigns, was also busy collecting and

cataloging observations and insights into the human condition.Both these men were eventually

able to peer into the collective mind of mankind, to successfully discern the facts, fancies, and

foibles that motivated and manipulated their fellows.That’s where the similarity between these

two early “psychologists” ends. Disappointed and depressed by his discoveries, Prince

Siddhartha abandoned his kingdom to become a penniless wanderer. Sun Tzu, on the other

hand, finally finished jotting down his astute observations on human strengths and

weaknesses, compiled them into his Ping Fa, “The Art of War” and was soon offering his

considerable insight and skill into human nature to the highest bidder.Sun Tzu went on to

become the greatest strategist China—and perhaps the world—ever produced. His Art of War

is still considered the most insightful and applicable treatise on warfare ever written.Two men,

Sun Tzu and Siddhartha, both gave us invaluable information into the inner workings of the

human mind; two men whose observations and conclusions about human behavior propelled

them in radically different directions, leading them to completely different ends.Sun Tzu’s skill

at manipulating not just individuals but entire armies—his own as well as the enemy’s!—

allowed him to rise from obscurity to become China’s greatest general. Sun Tzu died



peacefully in his sleep after a long and illustrious life during which he used his insights into

human nature to win fame and fortune.In case you’re wondering, ex-Prince Siddhartha also did

all right for himself. He eventually found peace of mind, changed his name to “the Buddha,” and

won worldwide acclaim as a great teacher of “enlightenment” . . . before eventually being

poisoned to death by one of his many less “enlightened” enemies. Perhaps an enemy who had

read Sun Tzu’s Ping Fa?So you see, it’s not only what you know, it’s what you do with what you

know.One man, an idiot, will accidentally cut himself if you hand him a sharp knife. Another

man, desperate for food or driven by whisperings of some inner demon, might suddenly put

that same knife to your throat. Still another man, perhaps schooled in medicine, might in an

emergency adroitly wield that same knife as a makeshift scalpel to save your life.As with the

knife, so with knowledge.Black Science (Lung and Prowant, 2001) made a convincing

argument that “knowledge is power,” that the more you know, the more “intelligence” you gather

about yourself and your enemy, the better your chances of first surviving and then prospering

in a world where increasingly the dish du jour is dog-eat-dog!Black Science taught you how to

size up a potential enemy by his “shadow-talk” (his body language, choice of words, etc.). You

also learned how to discern and decipher what emotions, hopes, and fears dominate him. How

to tell if he’s being truthful . . . or just full of it. And, most important, what deep, dark personal

secrets he is so desperate to keep hidden from the light of day.Rest assured, you’ll get your

money’s worth of more mind-bending tactics, techniques, and tricks in this volume. But our only

giving you a keen knife of knowledge isn’t enough. Learning how and when to wield such a

“dangerous” weapon, that is the secret to dissecting the mysteries of the mind—both your own,

as well as the mind-set and motivation of your enemy.What’s that you say? You don’t have any

“enemies”? That’s what your enemies want you to think!Do you know why psychology, hard-sell

advertising, con games, cult-recruiters’ spiels, police interrogation techniques, lovers’ lies, and

hypnosis all work?Because every one of us—bar none—is 100 percent convinced these mind-

manipulation “tricks” won’t work on us!And we’re all 100 percent wrong. They will—and do—

work on us every day.So many shady characters, from used-car salesmen to enemies we don’t

even know we have, daily use such distractions, devices, and devious ploys to get their foot in

your door, their hand in your pocket, and their you-know-what in your panties!But, relax, all

these techniques—and a score more—also work on your enemy. And like you, he’s 100

percent certain they don’t work on him. Heh-heh-heh.Once having mastered these techniques,

you’ll be well prepared to “go to work” on your enemy. That is, if you master these techniques

before, and better than, your enemy does!By the way, if calling them your “enemy” offends your

sensibilities, call them “competitors” instead. For in truth, we are all in competition, each of us

with our fellows. Oft times it is to our advantage to work together for the common good.

Sometimes there really is safety in numbers. Other times, you’re on your own. Root hog or die.

Hell take the hindmost!Whatever our ultimate goal, altruistic or opportunistic, it behooves us to

keep abreast of the latest findings in the field of “Black Science,” from recently unearthed

ancient Tibetan manuscripts teaching “forbidden” mind-control techniques, to modern

computer microchips implanted in the heads of the unsuspecting.And we learn from our

enemy. Hopefully before he gets the upper hand by wresting our most closely guarded secrets

away from us.We also learn much from studying master “mind-slayers” of the past. Thus, in the

present volume, we study and steal the tactics and techniques of not just accomplished Asian

masters like Sun Tzu and Buddha, Yoritomo and Musashi of Japan, and various East Indian

masterminds, but also from less well known, but no less accomplished Middle Eastern masters

such as Jesus Sirach and Abdullah ibn Maymum—the sinister ninth-century “father” of modern

Middle Eastern terrorism.To balance out our study, to satiate our hunger for useful knowledge,



we’ll also prick the brains and pick clean the bones of Western masterminds—both the

infamous and the only slightly less so; master mind-benders as diverse in method and

motivation as Rasputin, billionaire J. Paul Getty, and that acknowledged Western master of

ruthless strategy, Machiavelli.But rather than nitpicking apart their differences, we will search

for similarities in their methods, their motivations, and, yes, perhaps their madness.Many of you

will resent, resist, and ultimately reject the idea that over two millennia after Sun Tzu the lot

and lusts, goals and gullibilities of collective man have changed so little, that plots and ploys in

use 2,500 years ago on the other side of the world are just as effective today on this side of the

world. Or that such “outdated” schemes and skulduggeries could still possibly work on you.

Heh-heh-heh.Ultimately the prize goes to the swift and the well studied. Of course, sometimes

being sneaky helps!And when the smoke finally clears, and the awards—and indictments!—

are handed out, will you find yourself the winner . . . or only the thinner?Part IPERCEPTION

AND POWER“Man, your head is haunted!”—Max Stirner, anarchistIntroductionBe realistic!

How can you expect others to deal with you honestly, reasonably, or at least logically, when you

can’t even trust your own mind to faithfully serve you, to acquire information accurately, and to

arrive at reasonable and logical conclusions as to the actual nature of the world around you?

Read the following sentence out loud:FINISHED FILES ARE THERESULTS OF YEARS OF

SCIENTIF-IC STUDIES COMBINEDWITH YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.How many “F’s” are

there in the sentence you just read? Count them.... Don’t use your finger.Now count them

again, because you’re wrong.There aren’t just three, there’s actually twice that many. There are

six, but everyone initially sees only three because our minds see (i.e., “hears”) the word “OF”

not as “O”–“F” but as “O”–“V,” pronounced “UV.”So don’t panic, “seeing” only three “F’s” means

your brain is functioning perfectly normal.How often have you heard, “The hand is quicker than

the eye,” or “My eyes were playing tricks on me”? Any trip to a David Copperfield performance

will validate both these statements.Like a thirsty man stumbling across the desert, how many

times have you mistaken a mirage for a miracle, optical illusions for opportunities?Look at the

three vertical, slightly slanted lines in Figure 1:Figure 1.Which is the greater distance, that

between points A and B, or between points B and C? Your eyes (and your “common sense”)

tell you it’s farther from A to B than from B to C. Your eyes lie. Measure the distance. It’s the

same.What about the horizontal lines in Figure 2? Do they appear “slanted” to you?They’re

not.Now study the mandala meditation design in Figure 3 for a few seconds:Does the mandala

appear to be vibrating or oscillating?Figure 2.Figure 3. MandalaOf course, you “know” it’s not

really moving. And this is an example where your logic (“higher reasoning”) overpowers your

(false) perception. All too often however, it’s the other way around, with faulty perception (false

impressions) winning out.There’s always a reason why we mis-perceive, why our senses

sometimes “lie” to us. Sometimes Mother Nature is to blame, other times it’s Father Nurture’s

fault.Bet you’d say the white inner square is bigger than the black inner square in Figure 4?

That’s because Nature designed us (our eyes, our brain) to give priority to perceiving lighter

outlines and forms to help us better pick out lighter shapes against darker backgrounds,

increasing our chances of surviving at night.Figure 4.Thus the white square is “more important”

to our brain and we “see” it as “bigger.”Now compare the two lines in Figure 5:Figure 5.Does

the line on the right look longer than the line on the left?Big surprise, they’re the same

length.We see the line at the right in Figure 5 as longer because it resembles the angles of a

room, growing “larger” (i.e., longer) as it expands toward us. (See Figure 6.)Likewise, we see

the left line in Figure 5 as “shorter” because it reminds us of lines (e.g., streets) moving away

from us. (See Figure 7.) Our brain (common sense again!) tells us that when things recede into

the distance they become “smaller.”Think your peepers are the only one of your senses you



can’t trust? Chemicals in food trick our taste buds all the time (“I can’t believe it’s not

butter!”).Figure 6.Faux fur and fake fabrics confuse our sense of touch. And our ears? Can we

really believe what we’re hearing? How often do we actually notice the nuance that

distinguishes sincerity from scheming?The ’60s trickster Abbie Hoffman tried to warn us,

“Believe nothing you see and only half what you hear . . . and have your ears examined at least

once a month!”And it’s not just your five senses, your whole body betrays you. For example,

someone asks you to describe a spiral staircase and—before you can stop yourself—your

index finger is dancing circles in the air. Everyone does it.Your involuntary blush of

embarrassment, that sudden lump of tension in your throat you can’t help but swallow, and a

host of other “tells”—all give you away a dozen times a day and always at the worst of times.

(See Shadow-Walkers, chapter 5.)Figure 7.But not just Nature’s to blame. How we’re raised—

what prides and prejudices, what fears and foul manners are instilled and drilled into us at an

early age—all these contribute to how accurately we “see” the world as adults.Even after we

reach adulthood, sudden trauma or “drama” (i.e., repeated negative experiences) can tint and

taint how we perceive the world.Back in the ’70s an experiment was done where a mix of black

college students and white college students were shown a film of a white man and a black man

fighting. A straight razor was clearly visible in the white man’s hand.Yet when asked afterward,

the majority of the students—black and white—“remembered” the razor being in the black

man’s handDamn! Seems, just like our senses, we can’t trust our memory half the time!That’s

because our faulty memories—which are “us”!—are dependent upon our faulty senses. Like

pure white light passing through a prism, pure objective information gathered in through our

senses quickly becomes subjective and all too often skewed (with details lost, or deliberately

deleted or added) as our perceptions pass through any number of “filters” pulled from our

“personal file cabinet”—that place where we keep all our petty fears and major phobias, our

prejudices, our hidden desires, and oh-so shameful secrets.All these personal likes and

dislikes “color” how we perceive, process, and ultimately “file away” for future use incoming

information. (See Figure 8.)Thus, where one man sees a harmless length of rope, another is

startled by a coiled “snake.”You and an associate listen to the same proposal from the sharp-

dressed Sicilian businessman. But where your associate hears “An offer you can’t refuse,” you

feel the short hairs on the back of your neck begin to tingle.Figure 8. Faulty perceptionsIn this

instance, how you process information can spell the difference between your wearing patent-

leather shoes or your being fitted for a pair of concrete galoshes!In a less extreme scenario:

What subtle “body language” signals or slips of the tongue pass between you and that job

interviewer, or between you and that blonde sitting across the bar from you? Are you

“receiving” the signals you think you are?Is your body sabotaging you by sending out

subconscious signals? Don’t let the fact that your senses . . . and your body . . . and probably

even your memories can’t be trusted ruin your day. All this is not necessarily a bad thing.It’s

bad for you, of course, if you’re not aware of it . . . but now you are! And that gives you a

decided advantage over your enemy who still doesn’t have a clue how “screwed up” he is, how

unreliable his information-gathering process really is!The more aware we become of these

inherent “weaknesses” that all human beings possess, the better our chances of arming

ourselves against exploitation. Thus, we study to survive.On the other side of the two-headed

coin, we might, out of necessity or just plain nastiness, decide to try our hand at exploiting our

enemies.Either way, we begin arming ourselves by first learning the “Three Knows” and by

then making allies of the Killer “B’s.”“All we see depends on our senses: suppose they lie to

us?”—Aleister Crowley, 1920“Our minds sometimes see what our hearts wish were true.”—

Dan Brown, Angels & Demons“Times have changed, but our eyes and the way our brains



process information hasn’t.”—Lung and Prowant,1The Three Knows“Once we understand how

the eye gets its information, it is a simple matter to confuse an enemy’s eye into misinterpreting

the incoming information.”—Lung, Knights of DarknessThere are three vital variables, three

“knows,” we must become aware of and then stay constantly aware of if we are to survive to

earn our Ph.D. in Black Science. (Ph.D. = penetrate his defenses!)Many of the great minds in

history took a decidedly dim view of mankind as a whole, weighing in on the side of pessimism

by declaring man’s collective cranial capacity to be half empty, rather than half full.We’ve

already seen how Sun Tzu’s astute observations into the motivations and manipulations of his

fellow Chinese still easily apply to people anywhere in the world 2,500 years later. Thus, while

technology has improved, people have remained just as petty, just as pliable.Two thousand

years after Sun Tzu, Japan’s greatest swordsman Miyamoto Musashi came to pretty much the

same dismal conclusions. Man can improve the temper of his sword steel a thousandfold, yet

his own fragile temper will forever remain his deadliest foe.Around the same time Musashi was

literally hacking his way into history, on the other side of the world in Italy, Niccolo Machiavelli

penned, “Men have and always have had, the same passions” (Discourses, III:3). Or, to put it

even more bluntly, “Men are a sorry breed” (The Prince, XVII).Mark Twain (1835–1910) was

hardly less generous when he quipped: “Thank God for stupid people, they make the rest of us

look good!”After a lifetime of probing the collective psyche of man, the father of modern

psychology, Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) concluded the mass of mankind is “lazy and

unintelligent,” and (literally) possessed of desires and passions we can’t or won’t control:

“Among these instinctual wishes are those of incest, cannibalism and lust for killing” (Freud,

1927:12).Freud’s main disciple, Carl G. Jung (1875–1961), expressed similar dismay and

disappointment in his fellow man. According to Jung (1964):I have always been impressed by

the fact that there are a surprising number of individuals who never use their minds if they can

avoid it, and an equal number who do use their minds, but in an amazingly stupid way. I was

also surprised to find many intelligent and wide-awake people who lived (as far as one could

make out) as if they had never learned to use their sense organs: they did not see the things

before their eyes, hear the words sounding in their ears, or notice the things they touched and

tasted. Some lived without being aware of the state of their own bodies. There are others who

seemed to live in the most curious condition of consciousness, as if the state they had arrived

at today were final, with no possibility of change, or as if the world and the psyche were static

and would remain so forever. They seemed devoid of all imagination, and they entirely and

exclusively depended upon their sense-perception. Chances and possibilities did not exist in

their world, and in “today” there was no real “tomorrow.” The future was just the repetition of the

past. (page 48)Despite such dismal descriptions of the human condition, we can still generally

count on our good points, our “bright side” to be self-evident. After all, our “bright side” is the

face we take pains to paint on daily for an undeserving—and unappreciative!—world.But other

aspects of ourselves we keep hidden, under wraps. This is our shadow self. We must

acknowledge—and accept—all aspects of ourselves, including this shadow self, our “night-

side.”Don’t fret, our enemy possesses a “night side” too, a shadow self that—even if he is

aware exists—he doesn’t want to talk about and wants desperately to keep hidden from the

world at large.But we have ways of making him talk.In addition to learning more about

ourselves and our enemy, we must also take the time to learn how to “read a room,” to evaluate

situations and circumstances in order to more quickly and easily turn “environmental

considerations” to our advantage.KNOW YOURSELF“The unexamined life is not worth living.”—

SocratesIn the same way we’re all so 100 percent god-awful certain we can trust our senses

(heh-heh-heh), we’re all also 100 percent convinced we’re “cool,” “hip,” “with it,” that we’ve “got



our fingers on the pulse,” and that we’re “keeping up on the latest.”But in our effort to keep up

on what’s coming—the next big thing—we all too often miss what’s current, what’s already right

in front of our face; both ignoring immediate dangers around us, while at the same time missing

out on opportunities that may not be here tomorrow.Worse still, we look to others for our

“salvation”; looking to politicians and cult leaders who already have their Ph.D. in Black

Science.In this case, Ph.D. means “perpetuate his delusions,” which is exactly what these

accomplished mind-slayers do: encouraging our least doubt, they perpetuate and pander to the

delusions we have about life in general and ourselves in particular.Ancient Chinese Taoist

adage: What the fool seeks in others, the wiseman finds in himself.Cicero’s SixBy all accounts,

Marcus Tullius Cicero (106–43 BCE) was an astute observer of human nature. However, being

both a philosopher and a politician, Cicero already had two strikes against him when it came to

keeping his mouth shut.Cicero eventually succeeded in pissing off Marc Antony, who just

happened to be ruling Rome at the time.So, no more Cicero.Lucky for us, before his untimely—

though not wholly unpredictable death—Cicero took time to write down what he saw as the Six

Mistakes Men Make:1. Believing that one man can profit by crushing another.2. The proclivity

people have of worrying about things they can’t change.3. The tendency people have of

insisting that something is “impossible” just because they can’t do it, because they can’t

conceive how such a thing might be accomplished.4. People holding fast to trivial pride,

preference, and prejudice.5. The fact that people stop learning and do not continue to hone

their minds, particularly by acquiring the habit of reading and studying. And finally,6. People’s

consistent and insistent attempts to compel others to believe and live as they do.While we

might do well to examine ourselves and exorcise Cicero’s six failings from our own personality,

as Black Science “majors” we rejoice in the fact that other human beings—our enemies in

particular—possess these tendencies, false beliefs, and nasty habits, or rather, that these inner

demons—and a score more!—possess them!Over or Under?It has been said we are “seen” in

one of three ways: There’s how we see ourselves. There’s how others see us. And there’s how

we really are!As already established, for the most part our senses lie to us, therefore, “The way

we see ourselves” is “filtered” through our prides and prejudices, dreams and desires, fears

and fouls.Likewise, the way others see us is filtered through their prejudices and

preferences . . . and their preferences and prejudices can be easily manipulated by anyone with

a Ph.D. in Black Science. (Ph.D. = plot his downfall.)Finally, there’s the way we really are, with

all our phobias and faults, but also with untold and untapped potential.Mental health experts

tell us that the closer we can bring these often widely differing perspectives into sync, the more

we can “integrate” the three, the more realistic our grasp on reality.From a Black Science

perspective, however, the farther apart we can pull our enemy’s image of himself from the way

the world sees him, the easier it is for us to waylay his carefully laid plans.The skill of correctly

assessing our own abilities, assets, and allies, as well as those of our enemy, is the single

most vital survival skill we can ever develop.We must also examine the habits, hobbies, and

hates of our enemy as well as ourselves, discovering new insights into our own minds, while

simultaneously discovering the unguarded back door into our foe’s mind!“We use 10 percent of

our brains. Imagine what we could accomplish if we used the other 60 percent.”—Ellen

DeGeneresAbilities, Assets, and AlliesWhat abilities, assets, and allies do you have? Make a

list of them . . . now cross out half of them and you’ll have a list that’s closer to the truth, closer

to your real assets and allies, the ones you can really count on when the chips are down.Never

overestimate the amount of “ammunition” you have for a fight. Conversely, never underestimate

your own potential and possibilities to pull through in a pinch. We all have abilities, assets, and

allies we don’t know we have.“Human beings only use 10 percent of their brain” is a misquote.



It should read that most people only use their brain “10 percent efficiently.”Thus, you have

within you abilities you’ve never used.For example, you probably don’t use your time efficiently.

How often do you complain, “There just aren’t enough hours in the day to get everything done”?

Yet consider how many times a day you stand in a queue (e.g., a grocery check-out line, a line

at the bank) for fifteen minutes at a time, patiently waiting your turn. Or what about being stuck

in traffic, just “doing nothing,” for God knows how long?Fifteen-minute “doing nothings” four

times add up to a full hour of your life, an hour you could spend making yourself mentally

sharper and physically stronger. Wasted hours add up to wasted days, wasted days . . . a

wasted life.So, you can waste your life . . . or you can waste your enemy’s life by helping him

waste his time.One of the six mistakes Cicero points to is that we stop learning. Recall how

Carl Jung also lamented that some people live “as if the state they had arrived at today were

final, with no possibility of change.”But life changes every day. Every minute of every day new

technological inventions threaten to give our enemies—our competition—the edge in business,

the upper hand in life.Likewise, every day the biological and psychological sciences gain new

insights and make bold in-roads into understanding the human psyche.Many of these “new

discoveries” merely verify what accomplished mind-masters realized intuitively in centuries

past.In the East there is a saying that “There are no new answers, only new questions,”

meaning the “old ways” of dealing with problems—and problem people—are still valid.The poet

who penned “Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast” didn’t live long enough to see

science verify that specific sound frequencies indeed affect mood and influence attitude.Like a

professional soldier eagerly trading in his musket for an AK-47, so, too, mastery of the Black

Science requires we not only learn the tried-and-true tools and techniques of past adepts, but

also that we constantly upgrade our mind-manipulation skills by diligently seeking out new

abilities, assets, and allies while eagerly embracing new insights and innovations.The better we

come to “know” ourselves, the easier it will be to “No!” our enemy.“Know yourself” and all else

follows.“Nothing ought to keep us from directing our observation to our own selves or from

applying our thought to criticism of itself.”—Freud, The Future of an IllusionKNOW YOUR

ENEMY“There is nothing so disorienting as the loss of a good friend, except perhaps, the loss

of a good enemy.”—Barash, Beloved EnemiesIn his insightful Beloved Enemies: Our Need for

Opponents (1994), David Barash convinces us that we need enemies.On the plus side,

enemies give us focus, provide a challenge, and keep us sharp and on our toes. When real

enemies can’t be found, it’s sometimes necessary to create them.Some people go so far as

creating “anti-identities,” taking their identity and feelings of self-worth, not from what they have

accomplished in life, but from what and who they hate and by who they have convinced

themselves hates them. For some people, having big and bad “important” enemies means that

they too are “important.”External enemies are often a way of not dealing with “uncomfortable”

inner turmoil. Barash said:In short, we see, and often create, the enemy outside as a way of

denying the enemy that is within us, and also as a way of justifying that interior demon. (page

97)Cults and wag-the-dog politicians are notorious for manufacturing “enemies” in order to

attract and motivate followers.So who’s your enemy? Simple: Who’s in your way? Who’s

keeping you from getting what you want? More important, who thinks—rightly or wrong—that

you are in their way?If you play your cards right, the former will never see you coming and will

never know what hit them. The latter kind of enemy, on the other hand, may already be digging

up dirt on you. But, dig up enough dirt on your enemy and you’ll have a hole big enough to bury

him in!The more information and insight you can gather—by hook or by crook—on your

enemy’s habits, hates, and hobbies, the easier it will be for you to decipher what kind of thinker

your enemy is.It is of the utmost importance that, early on, you determine whether he is a



patient, logical, and methodical planner or, like most people, bases 90 percent of his decisions

on emotion (Lieberman, 1998:173).The more he is led by his emotions, the easier it will be for

you to lead him where you want him to go.What are his motivations and goals? Can you

identify with (or at least pretend to identify with) his motivations in order to win his ear?Can you

offer him a strategically placed stepping-stone (i.e., bribe) to help him reach his goals or is it in

your best interest to throw a stumbling block in his way?Habits, Hates, and HobbiesIt has been

said that habits are first cobwebs, but soon become cables. So, too, our hates and hobbies

help define who we are, often revealing more of us to the world than we realize.Professional

athletes always study their competition beforehand. And it is unheard of for a warrior to go into

battle without first studying his enemy. Likewise, you must also study your enemy, even as he is

right this minute studying your habits, hates, and hobbies.Habits. Our routine quirks mark us.

These habits are all-too-inviting chinks in our armor where an enemy can all-too-easily slip in a

dagger of the mind.Thus, we must brutally examine our own routines and habits to make sure

they actually safeguard us better than they serve our foes.Simultaneously, we must apply the

same ruthless eye to our enemy’s routine and habits in order to take full advantage of his lapse

in concentration to trip him up and trap him.Hobbies. What kind of hobbies does your enemy

have? How does he spend his leisure time? Does he even have leisure time?How people

spend their leisure time tells more about them than does where they work. You might have no

choice but to work a lousy job just to make ends meet, but your “free time” is your chance to do

what you want to do. There’s quite a difference between someone choosing cooking over

taxidermy, gardening over gun collecting, as their hobby.Any first-year psychology student can

tell you an individual’s choice of hobbies often has a symbolic and subconscious meaning to

that person. In other words, there is often an underlying “night-side” reason a person chooses

one hobby over another.Does his choice of hobby inadvertently reveal a hidden desire for

power? (See chapter 2, Power for the Taking.)Does his hobby flirt with danger and taboo?

Does collecting porn really qualify as a hobby?Hates. In the same vein, what does your enemy

“hate”? What does he vehemently rant and rave against? Conversely, what type of subjects

does he hate talking about? More on this in a minute.Getting to Know His “Night-Side”“Light

necessitates shadows.”—Masonic adageGood psychiatrists don’t need Hamlet’s mother (“Me

thinks the lady doth protest too much!”) to remind them that when a patient expresses intense

hatred, or rants and raves against any particular thing or person, it all too often indicates that

the patient has a secret attraction for the very thing or person he claims to hate.(Remember

the little girl whose pigtails you always pulled in grade school? You pretended to hate her but

you secretly had a crush on her, didn’t you? Same principle. We only think we grew up.)Thus, a

priest, a politician, or a police officer with a subconscious “night-side” obsession for

pornography finds “his calling” as an overzealous antiporn crusader. . . . Of course this position

gives him plenty of opportunity to sit around all day looking at kiddie porn, with no one the

wiser . . . including himself !We all have subconscious “shadows” lurking within, ready to rear

their ugly hydra-like heads at the most inopportune and dangerous times. Miller (1981)

said:The shadow is like a foreign personality—a primitive, instinctive, animalistic kind of being.

It is the collection of uncivilized desires and feelings that simply have no place in cultured

society. The shadow is everything we would like to be but don’t dare. The shadow is everything

we don’t even want to know about ourselves and have thus conveniently “forgotten” through

denial and repression. (page 23)Though this “shadow” hides well on our “night-side,” we can

often get a glimpse of our enemy’s elusive shadow by studying his habits, hates, and

hobbies.A word of warning: Our own night-side is all too often also our “blind side.”Old Norse

saying: “Test yourself with fire and ice before your enemies do!” In other words, shine light on



your own night-side before your enemies do.Conversely, digging up the dirt on your enemy,

finding his flaws, exposing his night-side to the glare of public inquiry (or at least threatening to

do so) gives you a bludgeon with which to beat down your foe.The Enemy of My EnemyOther

than you, who are your enemy’s enemies?Remember, “The enemy of my enemy is my

friend” . . . or at least my temporary ally. (More of this in chapter 3, The Killer “B’s.”)Sometimes

these allies you don’t know you have are actual physical people.... If only the people who hate

your enemy/their enemy more than they hate you!Other times these unexpected allies are

psychological in nature.Your enemy’s physical enemies. They’re real and easy to spot. They’re

people he’s pissed off or else people that have pissed him off. They’re out to get him, or at least

he thinks they’re out to get him . . . perhaps because you make him think this!Your enemy’s real

—physical—enemies can be incited against him. This is known as the “get a dog to eat a dog”

ploy. This is analogous to throwing a single bone to a pair of starving hounds and is especially

effective (and gratifying!) when used to get one of your enemies to destroy the other (hopefully

destroying himself in the process).The winner in such a fight will be weakened, and thus more

susceptible to your attack.Other times you can neutralize an enemy by convincing him that

joining you is the only way he can overcome his real or imagined enemies. This of course

includes “shadow enemies” you conveniently create for him to quixotically tilt against,

expending his limited resources, resources no longer at his disposal when the time comes for

him to rally his forces against your “attack.”You gain his alliance by exaggerating the potential

and plottings of his real—and imagined—enemies. (Cults are masters of this ploy.) If he

remains unresponsive to your “peace” overtures, join his real enemies. Whenever possible,

secretly.The enemy of my enemy is my friend.Your enemy’s psychological enemies.

Psychological enemies are a little harder to spot. They are literally “in his head,” whether

inherited weeds of worry and phantoms of paranoia he’s dragged behind him like a shitty

diaper since childhood, or the entangling vines of doubt and disappointment you adroitly plant

in his mind via your Black Science.Unlike actual physical enemies, these psychological

enemies are less tangible, and often impossible to get a grasp on. Basically, what’s good for

your enemy is usually bad for you. On the flip side, what’s bad for your enemy is probably good

for you, or at least can be turned to your advantage.Psychological disturbances like frustration,

irrational fears, and debilitating stress, although your enemy, are also your enemy’s enemy.

Discovering that your enemy is plagued by one of these psychological enemies will not only

give you insight into his thinking processes, but can also provide you with avenues of direct

(cheng) or oblique (ch’i) attack.Phobias. We’re all afraid of something. Lord knows there’s

plenty out there to be frightened of!Paralyzing phobias on the other hand are just that:

paralyzing.Such phobias can often be triggered by innocuous objects. For example, a phobia of

rats might “accidentally” be triggered by a pair of furry house slippers or by that lucky rabbit’s

foot you “innocently” pull from your pocket.Figure 9 illustrates some common phobias.Allergies.

In the same vein, discovering your enemy has an allergy of some kind can also provide you

with an avenue of attack.Some allergies are merely irritating, producing symptoms similar to a

cold—yet irritating enough to make your rival miss an important meeting? Other allergies can

induce suffocation, seizures, and even death (See Figure 10).Drugs and medication. It is

always a joy to find out your competition is hooked on illegal drugs. Life just got simpler! Other

times you discover your enemy is using (and/or mis-using?) prescription drugs. What kind(s) of

medication (s) is he using? Are these medications for potentially deadly—or at least debilitating

—allergies? Or perhaps his medications are for psychological problems such as depression,

OCD (obsessive–compulsive disorder), bi-polar disorder, or some form of major

psychosis.MOST COMMON ANIMAL PHOBIAS1.Spiders (arachnephobia)2.Bees and Wasps



(bees: apiphobia; wasps: spheksuphobia)3.Reptiles (batrachophobia)4.Snakes (herpetophobia,

ophidiophobia)5.Mice (musophobia, muriphobia)6.Dogs (cynophobia, kynophobia)7.Birds

(ornithophobia)8.Frogs (batrachophobia, see “Reptiles”)9.Ants/horses/rats (ants:

myrmecophobia); horses: eqinophobia; rats: no medical term) (Russell Ash, The Top 10 of

Everything. A DK Book: 1997)MOST COMMON PHOBIAS OVERALL1.Spiders2.Social

situations/people (anthrophobia, sociophobia)3.Flying (aerophobia) (marked increase afer

9/11!)4.Open spaces (Agoraphobia5.Confined spaces (claustrophobia)6.Vomiting

(emitophobia)7.Heights (acrophobia)8.Cancer (carcinophobia)9.Thunderstoms

(brontophobia)10.Death (thanatophobia)Figure 9. Most Common Phobias.MOST COMMON

FOOD ALLERGIES1.Nuts2.Seafood/shellfish3.Milk (dairy)4.Wheat5.Eggs6.Fresh fruit

(strawberries, etc.)7.Fresh vegetables8.Cheese (dairy)9.Yeast10.Soy ProteinMOST COMMON

ENVIRONMENTAL ALLERGIES1.House dust mites2.Grass pollen3.Tree

pollens4.Cats5.Dogs6.Horses7.Molds8.Birch pollen (see tree pollen)9.Weed pollen10.Wasp/

bee pollenFigure 10. Most Common Allergies.What possible (and potentially useful!) side

effects are associated with his medication? What will happen when he thinks he’s taking his

medication but is really only taking a sugar pill? Will his boss mistake his sudden sweating and

stumbling disorientation for his being drunk on the job? Conversely, what would happen if he

accidentally took too much of his medication? (Note: How are we to come by this kind of

personal information about our enemy, you ask?)First, people love to talk about themselves.

(It’s called “bitching” and “whining.”)If they don’t talk directly to you, they’ll talk to one of your

well-placed “operatives.”Second, people often inadvertently leave personal information just

lying around for us to find in their desk drawers, in their trash cans (the poor man’s Internet),

their medicine cabinet, or their computer at work and at home (once we figure out that damn

password!), and in that row of locked file cabinets in their psychiatrist’s office.And there’s

always the Internet.In a perfect Gandhi world, you get rid of your enemies by turning them into

your friends. (By the way, Gandhi was gunned down in 1948.)In a slightly less-perfect Gandhi

world, but one still ruled by a semblance of reason (and optimism), you threaten a dangerous

foe with “deadly force” and they back down.In the real world, it does little good to point a pistol

at a suicide bomber and threaten, “Halt, or I’ll shoot!”We do have real enemies.Black Science

is not in the business of manufacturing enemies—quite the opposite.Black Science offers a

variety of means and methods (most non-violent) for getting rid of your enemies. Having

“options” is always good.Ask an adept at Black Science about his enemies and he’ll wink, “My

enemies are an endangered species!”“Hell is other people.”—John-Paul SartreKNOW YOUR

ENVIRONMENT“The universe is not some mechanical system, but a concept, a perception.”—

Pearsall, SuperimmunityWhatever the nature of the dramas played out between ourselves and

those around us, those dramas play out against a background that we help create. This

background, our environment, in turn, helps make us who we are.We all contribute to, and thus

help create, the world around us both through our actions and by our inaction.In the ancient

Hindu holy book Bhagavad-Gita (“The Song of God”), India’s greatest warrior, Arjuna, finds

himself standing in the middle of a great Indian civil war.Seeing his brothers and cousins,

uncles and teachers, ready to spill their blood on both sides, Arjuna is so suddenly overcome

with sorrow he throws down his weapon and declares, “I will not fight!”Krishna, Arjuna’s chariot

driver (who also just happens to be God in disguise), spends the rest of the Bhagavad-Gita

explaining to Arjuna that it is Arjuna’s karma that has brought him to this troubled point in life; it

doesn’t matter whether Arjuna actively participates in the coming battle or not, this battle is still

going to take place.Thus our environment contributes to us just as we contribute to it, both by

our actions as well as by our inaction.How we interact with any particular environment depends



to a great extent on how we “see” the world—the universe—in general. And how we see the

world tells others more about us than it does about the actual nature of the world:“The universe

around you is a sign of your focus.”—Linn, What Your Face RevealsSome people see the

universe as “unfair.” The celestial deck is stacked against them. They swear the universe has

singled them out for specific abuse. Others perceive a universe filled with possibilities. The fact

that the most worthwhile of these possibilities are also the most challenging (i.e., dangerous)

just helps to separate those with a sharp eye from those with a sharp stick in their eye!In the

same way, people interact and how they interact tells a lot about them. People react and

interact differently depending on the particular environment.I know what you’re thinking: “Oh

no, I’m the same person no matter who I’m talking to, no matter what situation I’m in!”Heh-heh-

heh.Ever hear of the “bystander effect”?Research has proven time and again that when we

witness an accident or a crime, we are more likely to get involved and help if we are the only

witness.On the other hand, if we are in a crowd, it is less likely we will speak up or actively try

to help because we expect that someone else in the crowd will be the one to step forward and

help. Being “lost” in the faceless crowd makes us feel less personal responsibility (i.e., guilt),

making us feel we will receive less ridicule for not helping then if we were the only person

available to help.Such studies prove that we do act differently depending on environment—in

this instance, on how many other people are sharing that environment—situation—with us.It’s

also important to realize people react differently when you speak to them privately, one on one,

as opposed to approaching them in a crowded social situation.For example, a businessman

might feel more secure laughing off your proposal if you pitch it to him one morning while he’s

sitting behind his large, ornate desk in his big office than if you make him the same “offer you

can’t refuse” in a deserted, dimly lit underground parking garage late at night.Whether back

slapping or back stabbing, when dealing with others, be they family or friends, or dangerous

foes, it’s always important to take “when,” “where,” and “how many”—in other words, your

environment—into consideration.Our environment either provides us power or else sucks off

our energy. To a great extent this depends on how the people in that environment positively or

negatively relate to that environment.Thus we all too often find ourselves cursed with myopic or

well-meaning friends and family all too eager to strain our patience and drain our resources.On

the other hand, we find ourselves blessed with stupid enemies whose mistakes only open the

door to new and endless possibilities for exercising our Black Science.Family

EnvironmentWhen the universe can’t attack you directly, it comes at you through your loved

ones. You can pick your friends, you can’t pick your family. And unless you’re Michael Corleone,

you can’t ice-pick your relatives. So you’re stuck with them.Speaking of The Godfather,

remember how Corleone enemies set up Sonny by phoning to say his sister was being beaten

again by her abusive husband who, in turn, had sold his duplicitous soul to the Corleone clan’s

enemies?(Read the book, rent The Godfather DVD. Both are excellent studies in the Black

Science. And, whatever you do, never ever piss off a Mario Puzo!)From Sicilian culture, on to

Asian culture, where the accomplishments and/or disgrace of a single family member reflects

on the honor of the family as a whole.Sometimes one bad apple really does spoil the whole

bunch. Does the name Billy Carter ring a bell? Like it or not, we’re intricately intertwined—or is

that chained?—to our family.For some, those links are golden, forged from love, trust, and

devotion to family tradition—the kind of brotherly love that can inspire personal self-worth and

even dreams of empire.In the Indian Mahabharata (of which the Bhagavad-Gita is a part),

Arjuna and his brothers succeed in winning a kingdom by sticking together through thick and

thin. Hannibal and his brother had a good run, harassing the Romans for years until Hannibal’s

brother was killed. Genghis Khan and his sons did pretty well for themselves, as did Mattathius



Maccabeus and his boys.On the other hand, there’s Shaka Zulu. Between 1816 and 1826

Shaka Zula ruthlessly carved himself an empire the size of France out of the wilds of southern

Africa. He did so by first creating an army of professional warriors, the likes of which had never

been seen before in southern Africa. From there it was then simply a matter of following the

conquerer’s tried-and-true dictum:1Reward all those wise enough to join you, utterly crush all

who oppose you and do so in so savage a manner as to completely cower any others who

might dream of resisting your will.Armed with this two-edged spearhead of tactics and terror, in

short order Shaka succeeded in uniting the many diverse tribes in the region under his

standard.It is speculated that Shaka Zulu, brilliant tactician that he was, might have eventually

conquered the whole of Africa had he not overlooked one small fact: His half-brother and

stepmother were even more ruthless than he was!Shaka Zulu was literally stabbed in the back

by his family.So, don’t fret if your family more resembles Norman Bates’s than Norman

Rockwell’s. Even the Bible is full of fine examples of the kinds of family—and “family values”—

you’d be better off without:• Cain and Abel.• Abraham offering wife Sarah to Pharaoh. (Genesis

12)• Lot (Abraham’s brother) offering his daughters to the strange men of Sodom . . . really

strange men.• Lot’s daughters “thank” their father by getting him drunk and seducing him . . .

two nights in a row? (Genesis 19)• Judge Jephtnah using his daughter as a human sacrifice.

(Judges 11)• The love of Judge Samson’s life, Delilah, sells him out to his enemies. (Judges

16)• King Saul’s son Jonathan betrays his own father because the prince’s love for the rebel

leader David was “passing the love of women” . . . hmmmm. (2 Samuel 2)• Later, King David

craftily arranges the death of his warrior Uriah in order to get in Uriah’s wife Bathsheba’s

boudoir.• Like father like son, King David’s son Amnon rapes his sister Tamar and is, in turn,

ambushed and murdered by his brother Absolom. (2 Samuel 13)Recall from Black Science that

everyone on Earth is connected to everyone else within “six degrees of separation.” Thus one

strategy for getting close to an elusive and reclusive enemy is by targeting the people around

them (Lung and Prowant, 2001:45).Thus, we must constantly guard ourselves—and those

around us—to insure our enemy doesn’t use this very ploy. Sadly, those closest to us are

sometimes our biggest liability.A loved one in trouble calls in a panic and we drop everything to

come to their immediate aid. Of course, the “everything” we “drop” is exactly the thing our

enemy is waiting to “pick up” . . . that is why he artfully crafted a crisis for our loved one in the

first place!Whether it’s our birth family (parents, siblings, Kennedy cousins), or the family we

create for ourselves as adults (i.e., our wife and kids), we must always be on the alert for our

enemy trying to get at us through them.No disrespect, but how far can you really trust those

closest to you? What do you really know about your sister’s new boyfriend? And just how deep

in debt to his bookie is your knucklehead brother?Remember that while “Blood is thicker than

water” . . . gold is “thicker” than both. One word: Fredo Corleone.Not that being close to your

family isn’t sometimes an asset. Can you say nepotism?Of course, some might argue there’s

such a thing as being too close a family:The madam of a bordello finds a young boy standing

at her door offering her a large jar full of coins. “I want a whore with V-D,” the boy informs the

astonished madam.“Why would you want a whore with V-D?” she sputters.“Because if I get V-

D, my little sister will get V-D. If my little sister gets V-D, then my dad, will get V-D. If Dad gets V-

D, then my mom will get V-D. If Mom gets V-D, then the mailman will get V-D . . . and he’s the

sonovabitch that ran over my dog!”(Beware: “Family values” has become one of the most

manipulative terms in the English language and, like all potentially manipulative terms, it can

easily be twisted to mean entirely different things depending on the agenda of the particular

word-wizard who’s conjuring with it.)
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